If your volume shipment requires a higher level of protection, ask for Estes’ Secured Divider service. Not only does it help guard freight from potential damage and shortage, there’s also less need for labor-intensive packaging and crating.

Our Secured Divider service is a smart choice for:

- Shipments easily damaged from handling
- New and high-value products
- Products prone to theft

How It Works
Your shipment is loaded into the nose of our trailer—the area that typically experiences a smoother ride and less vibration on the road. Then we install the Secured Divider to keep it separate from all other cargo.

Your freight isn’t handled again until it reaches its destination.

It Pays to Play It Safe
Every shipment is important, but there are some that need more protection than others. So play it safe with your volume freight by requesting a quote through My Estes and indicating Secured Divider in the Comments section. Or simply call your local Estes Customer Care Representative to get things rolling.

Contact Us for Secured Divider Services:

Quotes
My Estes at www.estes-express.com

Email
CustomerCare@estes-express.com

Phone
1-866-ESTES4U (378-3748), press 31